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ABSTRACT

FMU, Li, ZM, Sa, Sc3]. A uniuersal database
is a collection
of attributes
(a
universe ) and a collection
of data dependencies.
The problem
addressed by the
theory is how one can derive a database
scheme with certain
desirable properties
from a given universal scheme. A database
scheme is a collection of subschemes of the
universe that contain
all the attributes.
Among the properties
considered
in the
of dependenliterature
are: pTeseruati.on
cies; normal forms like 3N8’, BCNF, 4NF
[ Sa]; acyclictiy
[ Ull]; schema independence
[FMU] etc. Unfortunately,
3NF is the only
goal that is achievable within the classic
framework [BB. Fa, Scl. Sc2].
The classic approach described above
suffers from several drawbacks.
The first
concerns the method for deriving the dataFbr that
purpose
two
base scheme.
different methods have been proposed. The
first is scheme synthesis
[Ber]; the other,
known as scheme decomposition,
was proposed by Codd and generalized
by Fagin
[pa]. Scheme synthesis works well in the
context of functional
dependencies
(abbr.
FD’s). while scheme decomposition
is suited
for multivalued
dependendies (abbr. MVD’s).
So far, the two approaches were considered
to be incompatible.
The success of a design theory depends
on its ability to supply satisfactory
answers
to the situations
which inherently
need
different types of dependencies.
Different
researchers
tried to cope with the case
where MVD’s and FD’s are brought together.
Lien [Li] adheres to the decomposition
approach considering the FD’s as MVD’s and
neglects the different semantics of FD’s and
MVD’s. Melkanoff
and Zaniolo [ZM] also
tried to cope with the problem, giving first
priority
to the notion of faithful represen,tation
of dependencies.
However, both
scheme

We propose a new approach
to the
design of relational database schemes. The
main features of the approach are:
of the
traditional
(4 A combination
decomposition
and
synthesis
approaches,
thus allowing the use of
both
functional
and
multivalued
dependencies.
(b) Separation of structural
dependencies
relevant for the design process from
integrity
constraints,
i.e., constraints
that do not bear any structural
information about the data and must therefore be discarded at the design stage.
This separation is supported by a simple syntactic
test filtering
out nonstructural
dependencies.
(c) Automatic correction
of schemes that
lack certain desirable properties.
1. INTRODUCITON.
We use the general framework and the
concepts as developed by the classic design
theory during the last decade [Ber, BBG. Fa,
l Second
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methods are unsatisfactory.
Firstly, they
fail when the MVD-set is not conflict-free
[Li]. Secondly, neither approach explains
the roles of different types of dependencies
and how they influence the design process.
The second drawback is the assumption of a Axed environment; that is, the
assumption that the set of attributes and
the set of dependencies are Axed. Typically, in practical database design the initial specifications are not preserved and
new attributes and dependencies are added
or deleted by the designer in the course of
the design process. Such an activity can be
viewed as tuning the initially
obtained
specifications
to better
reflect
the
designer’s intention. The tuning is necessary because it is common that the initial
specifications may miss some important
information; also, they may contain some
details irrelevant to the structuring of data.
The third issue is that the classical theory
neglects to distinguish between dependencies that reflect structural properties of
the data and those that are merely
integrity constraints.
We propose in this paper a general
approach to database scheme design that
solves these problems. Our approach takes
into consideration the different roles of
FD’s and MVD’s, and works well if both types
are given. It incorporates both the synthesis and decomposition approaches and
employs the ideas about scheme corrections [BeKil.Ki]. We conjecture that it can
also serve as a framework for the cases
when other types of dependencies take
part.
The paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we discuss the semantic role of
dependencies in the design process. Section 3 presents the ideas behind our
approach and the algorithm.
Section 4
presents conclusions.

acyclic [FMU, BFMY] database schemes.
For the MVD-set IX++ V, 1i = l,...,n 1
we shall often write Xa S, where
s=tvc li=l,...,nj.
Alternatively we shall
write X-0 VI ] ... ] V, instead of X-w S. As
usual DEPD (X) denotes the dependency
basis of X w.r.t. the dependency set D [B].
We shall omit the dependency set if it is
obvious or immaterial. An MVD of the form
X* DEP(X) is called 11Lu [BMFY] and a set
of MVD’s containing only full MVD’s is called
a full set 01 MVD’s. If D is a set of FD’s or
hIVD’s we denote by LHS(D) the set of
left-hand sides (abbr. LHS ) of the members
of D. Finally we note that it is the usual
practice in the database theory to write XY
for XU Y. where X and Y are sets of
attributes.
Consider the MVD X-0 Y ] W. Intuitively, it denotes the fact that there is m
direct relationship between the attributes
in Y and W and, possibly, there is some
relationship
between X and
Y and
between X and W. For instance, the MVD
Child ] proJect
states that per&rstm*
sons and their children are related and persons and the projects they work for are
related, while there is no relationship
between a child and a project except for
the indirect connection via a person which
may be the father of the child and is
currently working for the project.
’ This explains the drawback of the
approaches that consider FD’s as just
h0D’s. In fact, an FD is not a ‘pure’ hIVD for
it is not intended to represent the first
aspect (the indirect relationship) of the
semantics of an MVD. Let us extend the
above example as follows. Assume the attriP(mon),
butes
are
C(W,
(home)A(ddress),
Z(ip)
and (pro)J(ect)
with the obvious relationships
between
them. Let the dependencies be P-cr C 1J,
P +A and A + 2. This implies the MVD
P-w A ] 2 ] C I J. This MVD (by itself) seems
to state that children, addresses and zipcodes are only indirectly related. However,
it is obviously not the case here. On the
other hand, we can be still justified in inferring that children are indirectly related to
the projects,
Another problem in scheme design is
that the dependencies may represent not a
presence or an absence of a close

2. THE ROIJZ OF DENNNDNNCUZSIN DATABASE DESIGN.
We assume that the reader is familiar
with the theory of FD’s. MVD’s, and join
dependencies (abbr. JD’s), and with the
notions of third (abbr. 3NF) and forth (abbr.
4NF) normal forms on the level of [Ull]. We
also assume that the reader is familiar with
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dependencies
are not quite suitable as a
description
of the structural
information
about the data. The design process deals
with database schemes, i.e., with the intentional aspect of databases.
It normally
exploits
information
about the internal
structure
of schemes such as close relationship among the attributes,
separation
of attributes,
etc. Though data dependencies were extensively used in design theory,
their role in structural
descriptions was not
Usually
it was (implicitly)
quite clear.
assumed that the role of the data dependencies as structural
descriptors
follows
from their role as integrity
constraints.
Apparently, it is not so.
observation
supports
The following
this claim. Data dependencies, in their role
as integrity
constraints,
are monotonic in
the sense that addition of new dependencies does not contradict
the old ones (i.e.,
the extended set has a satisfying database).
However, if we look at the structural
role of
the dependencies,
they are no more monotonic.
For instance,
The MVD C +A / B
specifies a separation
of A from B. However, when the FD A -8
is added, it
specifies the fact that
A and B are
closely related and thus changes the structure that was suggested by the MVD.
Thus, some of dependencies
are both
structural
descriptors
and integrity
constraints.
We call them structural
dependencies. Other dependencies are devoid of the
structural
aspect and we call them nonstructural
dependencies
(or integrity
constraints).
Integrity
constraints
should be
checked routinely
at run time but are
irrelevant at the design stage.
the
distinction
between
Certainly,
structural
dependencies
and integrity
constraints concerns only the basic facts such
as dependencies from a minimal cover and
not all the hItplied dependencies in the closure of a dependency set. It is well known
that different covers may exi.st. This gives
rise to the problem of determining
of the
best one. The classical methods are dll
dependent
on the choice of a particular
minimal cover which is a very serious problem. We shall see how this problem can be
facilitated
within
the
nonconventional
framework.

relationship
between the attributes
but
which
has little
rather
a constraint
influence
on the way the data should be
structured.
This distinction
is due to [FMU]
from where the following example is taken,
slightly modified.
Example
1.
Suppose our attributes
are
T(eacher),
C(ourse),
R(oom),
H(ow),
S( tzLdent ) and G(rade) with FD’s C -) T,
TH-R,
HS+R,
HR-rC
and CS-rG and
MVD CT* HR 1 GS. This MVD expresses the
fact that a course may meet more than
once a week and any student attends all the
meetings of the course he takes. Here,
HS -) R expresses
the physical
fact that
students cannot be in two places at once.
From it and HR + C one can derive H S -, C,
which means that students’
time tables
must be feasible, I.e., no student is permitted to take courses whose meetings clash.
However, these facts about time and what a
student is permitted to do have nothing to
do with the way the data is structured;
they
do not represent any new basic relationship
between the attributes,
only restrictions
on
the
students
attend
the
the
way
courses.
n
The phenomenon
illustrated
by the
above example is explained by t.hat an FD
(as used in the classical design theory) IS
intended to express both a basic relationThe
constraint.
ship and an integrity
‘anomalous’ FD of Example 1 expresses only
the second aspect. So it is better to say
that it is a constraint
which syntactically
(but not semantically)
appears as an FD. In
summary, a dependency
may express the
following facts:
(i)
an integrity constraint
(i.i) a basic relationship
(iii) an indirect relationship,
i.e., separation.
and
(iii)
are
only
(ii)
Clearly,
significant in scheme design. We have seen.
that FD’s always express (i) and sometimes
(ii). Hence, an FD that does not express
(ii) must be disregarded in design process.
We also conjecture
that MVD’s which are
relevant
to the design process
always
express (iii) and sometimes (ii).
The discussion above shows that synsuch
as
data
specifmations
tactic
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m,:A*
T II, and ms:T-n A IL. Fagin’s
decomposition algorithm may be applied in
two ways resulting in two different decompositions. If ml is applied first then we
obtain RI =AT, Rs=AL
and ms is now
inapplicable. If m2 is applied first, then
the resulting schemes are R; =AT and
Ri = TL and ml cannot be further applied.
In both cases, Rz and Ri contain a pair of
split attributes.
Consider the following
relation:

3. HOW TO DESIGN.

9.1. The Decompositional Approach and the
splitting Graph.
We discuss in this section the decomposition approach, assuming that only MvD’s
are given. The basis of this approach is the
sepaTationprinc+iple
of [BBG]. and its
declared goal is 4NF. However we show that
attaining 4NF does not solve the problems it
is supposed to solve. The concept of splifting , introduced in [BFMY, Scl], is shown to
provide a better goal.
Let ( U,kl) be a universal scheme with
MVB-set P. From now on assume that M
is a set of jVrZ MVD’s. An MVB X-0 DEP(X)
splits a set of attributes YT CJ if for some
distinct V, WCDEP(X) both Vn Y # # and
Wn Y f 9 holds. X is split by M if it is
split by some MVB of M.
Let X.-H V 1 W be an MVD. The idea
underlying 4NF is that X V W should not be
in one relational scheme, because this
introduces redundancies and potential consistency problems. Thus, in the decomposition approach, this MVD is used to decompose XYW into XV and XW. It can be
used to decompose any scheme Y, provided
that Y contains X. Hence, MVD’s can be
used to decompose schemes until 4NF is
achieved. However, we note that once
another MVD that splits X is used then
X-H V 1 W may be not used in the decomposition process [Li]. In such a case this
MVD imposes an interrelational
constraint
which may cause consistency problems.
Another problem of the decomposition
approach is that it may yield schemes
whose attribute sets are split. Assuming M
consists only of structural MVD’s (in the
sense of the previous section) then, if a pair
of attributes A,B is split, we can conclude
that A and B are not closely related.
Putting them into one scheme violates the
separation principle of [BBG]. Example 2
below shows that this may cause the same
redundancy problems as in the case of the
non-4NF schemes. Hence, in this case 4NF
does not achieve its goal.

A TL
----------al tl 4
a1 ts le
a1 t1 1s
=i te 4
------m-e--

It satisfies both dependencies. If we choose
the decomposition l AT, TL 1 then we have
A T
r1 =---v-al tl
al tf2
----mm

We see that rs is a Cartesian product of its
projections on T and L. This is exactly
the situation that was supposed to be
prevented by 4NF. Of course, the decompo1 AT,AL 1 has the same drawsition
back. I
Assuming that the attribute sets of
schemes should not be split, leads directly
the
following
to
concept.
Let
R=(R1,.
. . , I& ) be a database scheme
over the universal scheme ( f.J,M). We say
that R is in the @it pee norm& form
(abbr. SFNF) if no 4 is split by hf. Obviously, SFNF implies 4NF.
To obtain a SFNF database scheme we
propose to use the splitting graph of [BMFYJ
as the guide of the design process The splitting gmph SG(M,U) has U as a node set.
Two nodes of SG(M,U) are connected by
an edge if7 the corresponding pair of attributes is not split by M. It is easily seen
that the coarsest SFNF database scheme
over (U ,bi) is the scheme consisting of the
mazimal
cliques of SG(M,U).
(A set of
nodes K of graph G is a clwe if any pair
of nodes of K is connected by an edge.)

,&ample
2.
( [Scl]
) Let [/=ATL,
where a tuple at1 means that A(uthav) a
publishes T(tile) t in L(ocatiatz) 1. Suppose there are the following MVD’s:
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Of course, we refer only to the MVD’s in a
minimal cover. As a motivation,
consider
some
x-w v 1 w.
structural
MVD
It
expresses the fact that
V and Iy are
indirectly
related via X. It is unlikely that
the
intermediary
X
itself
contains
indirectly
related attributes,
for such a fact
does not seem to be basic.
This conjecture deserves further attention and study. As we show later, a scheme
that satisfies this assumption
can be converted to a split free scheme, which fact
supports our claim above that SFNF can be
achieved in practice.
However, it is not a
trivial observation
about reality.
Let us
consider the following example where this
does not seem to be the case.

Thus, one might be tempted to use this
scheme as an SFNF database scheme.
Unfortunately,
maximal cliques cannot
always be used without loss of the representation power of the scheme. In Example 2
the maximal cliques are R = {AT, L 1. But
the relation

_--__-----cannot be stored into R without disconnecting the L-values from the values of the
other attributes.
Stated a little differently,
this relation does not satisfy the JD associated with R, hence is not equal to the join
of its projections
on the schemes of R.
Such a loss of information
does not occur if
M is equivalent to a single join dependency
[BFMY]. If this is the case, then this JD is
acyclic
[FMU. BFMY] and the maximal
cliques of SG(M,U) are precisely the constituents of this JD.
Having shown the disadvantages
of
4NF, we have introduced
a stronger normal
form and we have shown that it can be
achieved when the given universal scheme
is acyclic. However, schemes are not always
acyclic, so we may have once more introduced a nicer normal form that is not
always achievable.
One of our goals in this
paper is to provide evidence to support the
claim that this normal form can be achieved
in the databases that occur in practice.
Let us then consider
the situation
when Y is not equivalent to an acyclic JD.
We say that M has a split -key anomaly
[Li] if at least one XE MIS(M)
is split by
M. Otherwise, M is called a nonsplit -key
set of (full) MVD’s. Y has an intersection
anomaly [BeKil] if there are X, YE LHS(M)
s.t.
(Xn Y)++ (DEP(X)nDEP(Y))t+f
M+.
It turns out [Li] that M is equivalent to a
single JD iff it has neither
split-key
nor
intersection
anomalies.
After Lien [Li] we
call such schemes conjlict -free.
We conjecture
that in real-world
situations LHS’s of structural
MVD’s are not split
(i.e., the split-key anomaly does not occur).
A similar assumption was advanced in [Scl].

Rample
B(uyer),
C(urrency).

3.
Let the attributes
be
V( endor),
P(voduct)
and
Assume the following MVD’s:
BV-P!C

The first MVD expresses the fact that
buyers and vendors have agreements
on
sets of products and currencies s.t. a buyer
can pay to a vendor in any currency agreed
by them. The second MVD expresses the
fact that nobody boycotts anyone. That is,
if a buyer has an agreement about a product and a currency with some vendor and
another vendor sells that product in that
currency (to anybody else) then the buyer
must have an agreement
also with this
latter vendor (and vice versa). We see that
the LHS’s of both MVD’s are split.
n
A possible explanation
is that in the
example the second MVD is a restriction
on
the trading
policy of that community
of
buyers and vendors and is not structural.
Thus, only the first should be considered
during database design.
Another way to
look at the situation
of this example was
proposed by Sciore [Scl] who argues that
very likely the designer’s specifications
do
not match his probable intention.
A plausible designer’s
intention
might
be that
buyers are interested
in lists of products
and can pay in several currencies.
Symmetrically,
vendors hold lists of products
they sell and accept several currencies.
the following
JD must hold:
Therefore,
BP *P V * VC l CB. It is this JD which is
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the structural dependency that needs to be
used for the design. Both of the above
MVD’s are implied by this JD, hence they are
not basic facts and need not be used in the
design process.
Summing
up we postulate the following
assumption:
Assumption
1 If an MVD X++ DIP(x) is
structural
then X is not
split by other structural
‘MVD’S. n
3.2.
cies.

Incorporating

F’unctional

existence of a unique minimal set of basic
facts. Unfortunately, MVD’s do not enjoy
this uniqueness property. It is interesting
to note that if the set of MVD’s satisfies
Assumption 1 then uniqueness of a minimal
cover is guaranteed [BFMY]. This is yet
another hint about the significance of this
assumption. The lack of minimal covers for
sets of MVD’s is aggravated by the presence
of FD’s. We show below that a proper
separation of FD’s and MYD’s eliminates this
problem again, when the MVD’s satisfy
Assumption 1.
The solution we propose can be briefly
described as follows. Since FD’s represent
close relationship, we should try to put
attributes that are closely related to each
other together. MVD’s should be used to
separate attributes that are only indirectly
related. Thus, the MVD’s should be used to
create clusters of attributes, such that FD’s
are embedded in these clusters.
This
implies that we should use MVD-based
decomposition first to create these clusters. At the second stage the FD’s will be
used to reAne the clusters. Of course, to
implement this approach, we have to show
how to make sure that the F’D’s are. indeed
embedded in the clusters. This is dealt with
in this section. In the next section we consider the collection of clusters and its properties.
I To achieve the goal described above,
we propose the following procedure [BeKil]:
replace X by
For e,ach X-o DEP(X)cM
X+Xwyp and add the FD X+X;up
to F
(where Xiup is the closure of X w.r.t. the
FD’s implied by Mu F). This transformation yields an equivalent scheme whose
MI/D-set has closed L&IS’s We call such
schemes LHS-closed.
In the following we
state and prove properties of such schemes.
In particular, we show that, under suitable
assumptions, the FD set and MVD set in
such schemes are separated from each
other, so each can be used in a design
method appropriate to it, without fear *of
side effects caused by the existence of the
other set.
The next proposition assures that nonsplitting is preserved by the above transformation:

Dependen-

In this section we extend our model to
support FD’s as well. Let ( U,M TVF) be a
scheme where F is an FDset and M is a
set of full MVD’s. The previous discussion of
the role of FD’s and MVD’s in structuring of
data shows that it is natural to use MVD’s to
separate clusters of attributes from each
other Unlike MVD’s, the role of FD’s is to
express close relationships
between the
attributes. How does the incorporation of
FD’s affect the clusters? Suppose that
A , VE DEP(Xj and X + A holds, but X + Y
does not. In this case we cannot rule out
possible relationship between A and V.
Indeed. if X +A denotes a close relationship then the indirect relationshlp of A
and V via X may be actually rather close
(as in the example about perscns, children,
addresses etc. of Section 2). Moreover, we
cannot rule out a relationship between A
and V even if, say, A transitively depends
on X (again as m the example of Section 2,
where Zip transitively depends on &rson).
From this discussion the need in a separation of the use of FD’s and of MVD’s in the
design process becomes evident. Indeed, as
we pointed out in the introduction, FD’s are
customarily associated with synthesis while
MVD’s are associated with decomposition.
How to combine the methods is the subject
of this section.
Let us consider another problem that
has not been treated satisfactorily in the
literature.
It is widely acknowledged that
the design process begins by finding a
mmimal cover of a dependency set. When
only FD’s are given, there is, in a sense,
uniqueness of the minimal cover [Ber]. This
is intuitively pleasing, since it implies the
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are not split, then the same holds for their
closures.
N

closed and the elements of LHS(F)
split by
M. Then
X-,d~(hiuF)+
X+AEF+.

and
UmlIA 1. Let X be (MuF)-closed
VEDEP(X).
Then for no AEV. X+A
is
implied by MU F.

Fnoa~~ The ‘if’ direction is trivial. For the
assume
w.l.0.g.
‘only
if’
part
that
X+AE(MUF)+
and AQ X. The proof is by
induction
on the number of attributes
in
U-X.
If V-X = 1A 1 the claim is trivial.
that
for
suppose
any
X
s.t.
;&X)S?t.
X-,AE(MUF)+
implies
X+AEE*.
that
#(Cl-X)=n+l.
To
Suppose
derive
X -,A
we must first
compute
DEP&X)
[B]. Since the order of the
applications
of dependencies is immaterial.
we apply A4 first. Thus X-H DEPy (X)EM*.
By that time only the FD’s of F can be,
possibly, applied to refine DEPw (X). Suppose Y-r BEF refines some YE DEPu(X).
Then BE V and Yn V=#I [B]. Since Y is
not split by Jf , it is inside some maximal
clique K. By Theorem 2, also BE K. By
[BFMY],
SG(Y,U)=SG(M+,U),
hence
YB
must not be split by A4*, particularly,
by
X-H DEPu (X). Thus
YBcKV.
Since we
have assumed that Yn V = 9. it follows that
YrX.
If B=A then we are done. Otherwise,
consider
X’=XB.
X’dA~(hfuF)*
and #(U-X’)=n.
t;?E
inductive
assumption
X’+AcF+.
It
remains to note that, since YsXsxB
=X’,
the pair of FD’s Y -, B and X’ +A (that
1
both are in Fc) implies X -+A.
Let
such
that
(MuFo)‘=(~~F)+.
beWe call
FO an
hi-couer of F.

PBDOP. Trivial.
n
So, if a structural
MVD X-w V 1 W
holds and X is closed then for any Aoc V
and BOE W neither
X -‘A0 nor X + B.
holds. The situation here is different from
the situation
with the MVD P-H A 1 C of
the example in Section 2. We could not rule
out the relationship
between A-values and
C-values there because of the FD P +A. On
the other hand, the situation here is similar
to that with the MVD P-0 C 1J (in the
same example),. where C and J are not
directly related.
Tmmmm 1. ([BeKil])
Let ( U,M u F) be
LHS-closed and XS fJ be (Mu F)-closed.
Then DEPyu p (X) = DEPy (X), i.e. to compute the dependency basis of X one uses
n
only the MVD’s of M.
w
2. If the above assumptions hold,
then the maximal cliques of SG(IcI,U) are
(Mu F]-closed.
PEOOP. Let K be a maximal clique and
f:K+A
be implied by MUF.
If A@ K
then some MVD splits
AA. Let it be
X++ V 1 WE M and VnK##,
AE W. Since
K is not split,
Kc VX. But then K+A
implies X+A.
Since A tZ X, this contradg
icts the closedness of X.
Let X +A
be a structural
FD. It
expresses a close relationship
between the
attributes
of X4. According to the structural role ascribed to FD’s and IUD’s, XA
should not be split by M. By Theorem 2
this is equivalent to the nonsplitting
of X.
We thus argue the following assumption:
Asamption
2 If X +A is structural
then
n
X is not split.
If the LHS’s of the IQ’s of F are not
split by P (which, by the assumption holds
if they are structural),
then we achieve
even stronger separation of FD’s and MVD’s.
-

3.

Let

( U,ki u F)

-lbcamt

4.
Let (U,My
F)
An M-cover FO (of F)
ded into the maximal cliques of
iff the elements of LHS(FO) are
(by JO
closed.

be LHSis embedSG(M,U)
not split

PROI&+. The ‘only if’ part is trivial. For the
‘if’ part let X +AF FO. Since X is not split,
it is inside some maximal clique
K. By
Theorem 2 maximal
cliques are closed,
hence AEK.
n
In summary, assume that the LHS’s of
all given dependencies
are not split. We
have shown that the MVD’s and FD’s can be
separated
so that FD’s are essentially

be LHS-
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useless for deriving new MVD’s. and vice
versa. The LHS’s of the new MVD’s also are
not split. Hence, there exists a u-we
minimal cover Me consisting of full MVD’s
[BFMY]. By Theorem 4, F is an embedded
Ye-cover. We propose to view the dependency set K4st~F as a natural candidate
cover to start with. Thus, the problem of
the nonuniqueness of minimal covers for
MVD’s and FD’s is reduced to the the similar
problem for the FD’s only.
After this preliminary step there still
remains the problem of possible inadequacy
of the decomposition into the maximal
This issue is
cliques of SG(Mo, II).
addressed in the next section.

SAT( (U.D)) is the set of all relation
instances over U satisfying D.)
-- We d_enote this transformatron by 9:
(U,MuF)=*((U,dfuF)).
In a sense it
is the most natural transformation among
the others of that type [Ki]. The details of
this transformation are rather complicated
and we do not present them here. The
interested reader is referred to [BeKil].
Here we shall use only the following
remarkable property of 0 from [BeKilJ:
for a_ny XS U, X is split by M -$ it is split
by M. Thus SG(M,U)=SG(M,U)nU
and
* preserves both close relationsbips among
the attributes and their absence.
Since
A? is conflict-free.
it is
equivalent to a smgle JD 5 whose constituents are the maximal cliques of SG(M,U)
(and therefore are in the split-free normal
form). Thus, SFNF is achievable.
The only problem may be with FD’s. If
no M-cover for F is embedded into the
maximal cliques of SG(a,D) then the FD’s
impose inter-clique constraints. Luckily, in
scheme design we deal only with structural
FD’s. Hence, by Assumption 2 and Theorem
4, there exists an embedded M-cover for
F. In this case also F has an embedded
a-cover [BeKil].
Let
(U.M u F)
be an LHS-closed
scheme all whose dependencies are structural. Since 9 preserves both splittings
and nonsphttings, the left-hand sides of the
old dependencies remain nonsplit [BeKil].
The dependenctes added by 0 also have
nonsplit left-hand sides.

3.3. Ho~to cope with cyclic Bchlwms.
From now on, we posit assumptions 1
and 2. Thus, we remove from the given
scheme the dependencies whose LHS’s are
split, on the grounds that these are not
structural dependencies. This still does not
guarantee that decomposition will produce
the maximal cliques of the splitting graph.
Indeed, we have seen that nonsplitting is
but one of two proporties needed for that
guarantee. We present here results to the
effect that it is possible to extend the given
scheme, by ndding new attributes
and
dependencies, so that tho extended scheme
satisfies both properties. Extension is used
here in a strong sense - the projection of
the new scheme on the attribute.s of the old
scheme is precisely the old scheme. Thus,
intuitively, we can mterpret this as meaning
that some of the relevant specifications
may be missing from the old scheme. However, fortunately
the scheme contains
implicit mformation about what is missing,
so we can make it explicit automatically.
We also refer io the extensron as scheme
cwrech.
Let ( U.hf u F) be LHS-closed and let
M contain only structural
MVD’s. By
Assumption 1, M fails to be equivalent to a
single JD only if it has intersection
exists
a
However, there
anomalies.
transformation LBeKil] which for ane such
scheme yield9 an eztens&m

( v‘,a u F)

Let the elements of
not
split
and
Then the elements of LHS(.VUF) are not split. (Particularly, f is--embedded into the maximal
cliques of SG(M , U).) n
U
5. ([BeKill)
LHS(MyF)
be
(~.EuF)=~((V,HUF)).

3.4. The Design Algorithm

Theorems 4 and 5 ensure that the following design procedure works well: First
find an embedded cover for FD’s. Then
extend the scheme to an acyclic one.
Decompose the scheme using only MVD’s
(or, equivalently, using the single JD). At the
last. stage locally refine the resulting

s.t.

R is conflict-free. (A scheme ( D, a) is an
eztdm
of (u,D)
if USD, B+[U]=o+
and SAT(( ~.~)!;rf~l=SAT((lr,D)),
where
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schemes using, say, the synthesis algorithm
of Bernstein.
Note that we still have to ensure that If
1’ and W are two clusters obtained at the
decomposition
phase then the results of the
synthesis inside V and W agree on Vn W.
To illustrate
this point consider the following example:
Ecample
4.
Consider
dependencies:
m:ABCDEF++

the

Input
Preliminary

Make the MVD’s full and close their
LHS’s.
The Nonconventional
Stage:
1.
Filter out nonstructural
dependencies
This
stage
results
in a scheme
( U’,M’u
F’), where the elements of
LHS(&f’u F’) are not split by M’.

following

2.

4PlY
( u,MlJ F)= ‘P(( U’,P’u
F’)).
Let $
be the JD equivalent to a.
The Conventional Stage:
1. Find an embedded g-cover.
2. Decompose according to a (or 4.
of 7 synthesize
3. For each constituent
(using FD’s- only) inside each constituent of J apart.
(By [BDB], this
operation
lossles$y decomposes each
component
of J). Let
R -be the
resulting set of schemes and F be the
(embedded into
R) FD-set found at
the current stage.
Output
( R , F).

K/L

+A

f3:CA

-

AF

f,:BA

-

AE

f=:AEF-,D
fe:ABC+D
Note that the FD-sets
F1= tfs,fr,fs]
andFe=ffs8fk.fej
areequivalent.
Decomposition by m yields the followclusters:
and
two
ABCDEFK
ing
ABCDEFL.
If we use G1=FIU If ,j in
Bernstein’s
synthesis process for the first
cluster and Gs = F,u t f 2 j for the second
one then their common part A B CD E F
will be represented
by different
sets of
schemes.
n
This problem is readily rectified if we
find some global embedded
M-cover
F
first and then synthesize inside each cluster using only the FD’s of F embedded into
that cluster.
Before presenting our design algorithm
we have to decide on a policy in the case
when (nonstructural)
integrity
constraints
and structural
dependencies
are intermingled in the original specifications
(i.e., when
a split-key
anomaly is detected).
In this
case we at least can detect and point out
with
the given
scheme
the problems
specnications.
Depending upon a pursued
policy, the design process either stops or
proceeds trying to eliminate the dependencies with split LHS’s. Regardless of the policy chosen the designer must be informed
by the algorithm
about the problems with
his specifications.
The Design Algorithm

Proceedings of the Tenth International
Conference on Very Large Data Bases.

F)

1.

f,:K-,A
fz:L

(UsMu
Stage:

6. Let i? = 7~ $, where J” is a
JD whose somponents
are th_e schemes of
R. Then D is equivalent to My F.
au F is
FlulOF. As we noted earlier
equivalent
to S(J P’. Since the systhesis
algorithmN of [B] preserves FD’s, F’ =pA
Clearly
J implies
5 [BMSU]. Thus D
implies Mu F. The claim will follow if we
prove that JtJ T implies J. This follows
from the fact that the synthesis algorithm
l_osslessly decomposes each constituent
of
J [BDB].
n
Unfortunately,
Bernstein’s
synthesis
achieves only 3NF schemes.
It is highly
desirable to achieve scheme indepzndence
[Sal inside each constituent
of J. Then
also Ehe_mes in R will be independent
w.r.t Ju F [KiSa].
Unfortunately
it is not feasible
to
achieve independence
within the classical
setting. We believe that the solution can be
obtained by means of scheme correctron
methodology ([SC~, BeKil, Ki]).
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Comparison to Other Methods.
The only algorithm we know about that
reasonably tries to benefit from both FD’s
and MVD’s is due to Zaniolo and Melkanoff
[ZM]. ‘However they act within the classical
setting which explains why their algorithm
fails to design even simple schemes like the
one presented
in Example
6 (beiow).
Besides, them algorithm
is conceptually
complicated.
We demonstrate
our method
on a scheme of Example 7 (below) and
achieve the same result by far a simpler
(both conceplually
and computationally)
method than it is done in [ZM].

3.5.

{MAKE YEARMODEL{ + VALUE
IMAkZ YEAR MODEL{* ILIC OWNERDRVL
mOLDATE{
OWNER+ DRVL
DRVL-, OWNER
OWNER++ ILICMAKEYEARddODEL
VALUE!1
1l YTOLDATE1
DRlrL, * ILICMAKEYEARMODELVALUE{1
1{MOL DATE]
Our algorithm
closes LHS’s and
minimal
cover at the preliminary
yielding the following dependencies.

IDRVL OWNER]-H [IX

Rumple 6. ( [ZM] ) Consider the following dictionary
database. The attributes
are
F(re?tch), G(erman) and E(ngli.sh). The
MVD’S
E-FIGS
F-E/G
and
G-H E 1F denote the facts that any term
m any language has (possibly more than
one) translations
into any other language.
The execution
of our algorithm
skips
over the prehminary
stage and the first
part of the nonconventional
stage. It then
extends the original scheme by adding a
new attribute
C (for Concept). The resulting scheme
[BeKil]
has the universe
U’=FGE’C,
and the MVD C-w Fj G 1E.
The FD’s are F-rC.
G+C and E-rC. At
the conventional
stage we obtain the following scheme:
(_F C) , (_G C) and (_E C)
(the keys are underlined).
Note that Zaniolo and Melkanoff obtain
the same result using intuitive
arguments.
Their algorithm,
however, fails to design
this scheme.
I

We arrive at a scheme with a single MVD
and a collection of FD’s with nonsplit LHS’s.
Hence there is no need in the nonconventional stage. Decomposition
now yields two
I VIOLDATEDRVL OWNER{ and
big clusters:

IDRVL OWNERLIC MAKE YEARMODELVALUE{.
Synthesizing
inside each component
we obtain the following Anal scheme:
( UEL
w&m
1
=---( -oWN&.VL~~-Q~~_T_E_
1

This result is identical to that of [ZM] but
is obtained in far a simpler way.
W
Observe that in the example the second
and the forth M’JD’s are Implied by the first
and the third FD’s respectively.
However,
the method of [ZM] requires these implied
MVD’s to be explicitly
specified which makes
it difficult tc catch the essential part of the
scheme specifications.
In comparison, from
the point of view of our method the essential specifications
of the above scheme are
extremely
simple: there are two SFNFclusters with embedded FD’s.
Note
also that the nonconventional
stage in the example is empty. This is the
reason why the conventional
approach of
[ZM] succeeds here.
4.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS.

Our approach reveals some interesting
properties
of the structure
of real world

LIC --,MAKEYEARMOL'EL
VALUEOWNERDRiX

Proceedings of the Tenth International
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apart

( &,C- MAKE YEARMODELOWNER)
( MAKEYEARMODEL VALUE)

are as follows:

Conference on Very Large Data

MAKE YEAR MODEL
VALUE{11VIOLDATE]

OWNER-rDRVL
DRVL+ OWNER
LIC -+MAKEYEARMODELVALUEOWNER
IMAKE YEARYODEL{ + VALUE

&ample
7. ( [ZM 1 ) Let we deal with the
following enterprise.
- licence number of motor vehicles
LIC
X-IU? - manufacturers
of motor vehicles
MODl?L- models of vehicles
YEAR - year in which the vehicle was
manufactured
v&!,x - current value of vehicle
OWNER- unique identifier of a person
DKVL - drivmg licence number
VIOL - code numbers for traffic violations
DATE - date of violation
The dependencies

findzi a
stage
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databases. It shows that there is a macrostructure
delineated
by the global JD
(whose components
are the SFNF-clusters
obtained at the decomposition
stage), and
an intra-structure
obtained
at the synthesis
stage
by retlning
the
macrostructure.
This throws a new light upon the
celebrated question whether the real world
case when
in
is cyclic
or acyclic:
specifications
are given by MVD’s and FD’s
the world has an acyclic macro-structure
(a
JD equivalent to a set of MVD’s is acyclic
[FMU]) but the i&-a-structure
is possibly
cyclic. In general schemes, however even
the macro-structure
may be cyclic.
The two-level structure
of the realworld databases
can be exploited
in the
query evaluation process. Namely, a query
can be split into subqueries posed about
local databases obtained by restricting
the
database to the components
of the JD.
Each such subquery is evaluated over the
corresponding
local
database
independently of other subqueries (and other parts
of the database). The local results are then
joined to obtain the answer to the global
query.
This issue will be discussed elsewhere [KiSa].
In summary, we presented a consistent
approach to the problem of scheme design,
based on new principles.
It extends the
known approaches and leads to a successful
design for a wide variety of situations.
Unfortunately,
we have no such solution for other types of dependencies.
The
most important
ones are embedded join
dependencies
and inclusion
dependencies.
Another
problem,
already
mentioned,
is
that Bernstein’s
synthesis
algorithm
provides only partial
solution to the design
problem for FD’s. Its drawback is that the
resulting
schemes are dependent
[Sal.
Therefore,
there are interrelational
constraints which it is hard to enforce.
It is
known that no synthesis
algorithm
can
design independent
databases. A plausible
solution is to find a suitable scheme correction [Ki, Sc2]. This issue needs further
study.
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